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Jataka Tales 

  



Period 9 

5 min – read the tale (The Story-cycle of King Shibi) 

15 min – prepare the topics for the debate (2 groups, each with 3 subgroups) 

25 min – debate on the tale 

 

Period 10 

10 min – read the tale (The Story of Prince Vessantara) 

40 min - prepare the topics for the debate (2 groups, each with 3 subgroups) 

 

Period 11 

50 min – debate on The Story of Prince Vessantara 

 

 

  



 

 

 

The Story-cycle of King Shibi 
 

King Shibi was a very generous king, who always gave whatever was asked 

of him. One day a blind man approached the king. “What can I give you, 

sir?” asked King Shibi. “Your eyes,” replied the blind man. Without 

hesitation the king plucked out his eyes and gave them to the man. The 

man revealed himself to be the god Shakra(1) in disguise, who had come 

to test the extent of the king’s generosity. He praised the king and 

magically restored his eyes, granting him divine sight, before disappearing 

back to his heavenly realm.  

 



One day a dove flew into the king’s palace and landed on his lap, begging 

for refuge. “I grant you safety, little bird,” said the king. But then a falcon 

approached and demanded the dove for his meal: “I have been chasing 

this bird and need him for my dinner! Hand him over!” The king refused, 

saying, “I have offered him protection, and so I cannot allow you to eat 

him.” The falcon was angry: “How can you offer refuge to this dove and 

not to me? I am starving hungry and will surely die if I don’t get my meal. 

Will you protect his life at the expense of mine?” The king offered the 

falcon all sorts of food but the falcon was not interested, insisting “I only 

eat freshly killed meat!” So King Shibi offered the falcon some flesh from 

his own thigh, equivalent to the weight of the dove, as an alternative, and 

the falcon agreed. “Bring out some scales!” cried the king. He placed the 

dove in one pan of the scales, and to the horror of all those around him 

he began slicing off his flesh and placing it in the other pan. But however 

much flesh he put in the scales, it never seemed to equal the weight of 



the dove. In the end, the king climbed up into the scales himself, offering 

his whole body in order to save the dove. At this moment the dove and 

the falcon revealed their true identities as gods who had come to test the 

extent of the king’s generosity. They praised King Shibi highly, and he 

became renowned throughout the world for his willingness to give.  

 

The Buddha told these stories about King Shibi to demonstrate the 

importance of giving. He identified himself as having been King Shibi in a 

past lifetime. 

 

(1) -  Shakra, or Indra, is king of the gods, and he enjoys testing the virtue of human beings. 

In Buddhism, gods are long-lived but still subject to death and rebirth according to their 

karma. 

 

 



 

Main goal: 

 To analyze this The Story-cycle of King Shibi (Jataka tale) as an 

introduction to The Story of Prince Vessantara (Jataka tale). 

 

Questions for Discussion 

Comprehension of the story 

1. Why did Shibi want to give away parts of his body? Why couldn’t he be satisfied 

with giving away money or other things like that? 

2. Why did Shibi give away his eyes even though the blind man would not be able 

to use them? 

3. Why did Shibi offer his own flesh to save the life of the dove? Was it necessary? 

4. Why do the gods test King Shibi (and others)? What might their motivations be? 

 



Application to other contexts 

5. What sorts of gift are good to give? 

6. Does it matter who receives the gift, or whether the gift is useful? 

7. Is generosity always a good thing? Is it possible to be too generous? 

 

Reflecting on wider Buddhist issues 

8. Why did/do Buddhists use stories to illustrate the importance of giving? 

9. Why is giving important in Buddhism? 

10. What can we learn from it about the qualities of the Buddha? 

11. Should all Buddhists give the same sorts of gifts as the Buddha did in his past 

lives? 

 

 

12. What does this story tell us about the Buddhist attitude towards the body? 

 



 

 

The Story of Prince Vessantara 
Vessantara Jataka – มหาเวสสนัดรชาดก - 須達拿太子 - വെസ്സന്തര ജാതക - វេស្សន្ដ រជាតក   

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 



 

The Buddha told this story of the past: 

Long ago, there was a prince named Vessantara. He was renowned for 

being a generous child, indeed as soon as he was born he asked for a 

present to give to the midwives who had helped deliver him! When he 

was grown up, and married, with a son and daughter, his father decided 

to let him rule over the kingdom. But, Vessantara gave lots of the state 

wealth away. He even gave away a magical rain-bringing elephant to a 

neighboring kingdom where they were having a drought. 

 

This was too much for the people, who did not like to see their country’s 

wealth disappear like that. They demanded the king to strip Vessantara 

of his status and exile him to the forest. 

 



 



Vessantara, his wife Maddi (who insisted on going too) and their children 

prepared for their exile. They set off in a carriage, but soon some men 

came and asked for the horses, and Vessantara gave them away. Some 

gods took disguise as deer and pulled the carriage a little further, but then 

another man asked for the carriage, and Vessantara gave it away. The 

family proceeded on foot, Vessantara carrying their son and Maddi their 

daughter. They set up a new life in a forest hermitage. 

  



 



  



Meanwhile, in a neighboring city, a young woman named Amittada, was 

always getting teased when she fetched water, for she was married to an 

old and ugly Brahmin.1 She had heard of Vessantara’s generosity, and 

decided to ask her husband to seek out the exiled prince and ask for 

servants, so that she could avoid having to go to the well again. Unable to 

endure her nagging, the man, named Jujuka, set out towards the forest. 

In due course he approached Vessantara’s hermitage. 

  



 



At that time Maddi was out in the forest gathering fruits and roots for 

their meal, and Vessantara was sitting by the hermitage, while the 

children played nearby. Seeing the Brahmin approaching, Vessantara rose 

from his seat and greeted him warmly. “What can I offer you?” he asked. 

“I would like your children as slaves,” replied Jujuka. Although Vessantara 

loved his children deeply, he rejoiced at the chance to make such a 

significant gift. He called the children over and presented them to Jujuka, 

pouring water on his hands to seal the gift. The Brahmin tied them up and 

led them off, the children wailing and crying out to their father to relent, 

or at least to let them stay long enough to say goodbye to their mother. 

But Jujuka insisted on taking the children there and then. Maddi, 

meanwhile, had been delayed in the forest by gods disguised as wild 

animals. 

 



When Maddi returned and could not see her children she was distraught. 

She looked for them everywhere, calling out to them and worrying that 

they had been lost or hurt. She begged Vessantara to tell her what had 

happened, and eventually he did. After her husband had explained that 

he had given the children away to a Brahmin, Maddi became calm, and 

accepted that the gift had been necessary.  

 

The next day another Brahmin appeared in the forest. Just as before, 

Vessantara welcomed him and asked what he could give. The Brahmin 

replied that he would like Maddi, Vessantara’s wife. Vessantara agreed to 

this gift, and Maddi also willingly accepted that the gift should be made, 

so he handed her over. But as soon as he had done so, the Brahmin 

revealed himself as the god Shakra2 in disguise, who came to help 



Vessantara perfect his generosity. He returned Maddi to her husband and 

highly praised Vessantara for his commitment to giving. 

 

 



Meanwhile Jujuka, trying to lead the children back to his home, was 

getting lost in the forest, and somehow found himself in the city over 

which Vessantara’s father was ruling. The children were recognized, and 

the Brahmin dragged before the king. The king ransomed the children 

from Jujuka by giving him large quantities of wealth and food, and so 

freed his grandchildren. Soon afterwards Jujuka died from overeating, 

and, since nobody knew where he was from, all his wealth returned to 

the king. 

  



 



The king was very upset at what had happened to Vessantara and his 

family, and deeply regretted exiling his son. He and his wife, along with 

their grandchildren, set out to invite Vessantara and Maddi home. The 

family reunion was emotional, and there was much celebration! 



  



 

When Vessantara re-entered his city, the gods rained jewels down from 

the heavens so that he would never run out of things to give away. 

 

The Buddha explained the connection between the past and the present:  

 “At that time I was Prince Vessantara, and my family then is my family 

now.” 

 

(1) -  A Brahmin is a member of the Hindu priestly caste. In early India it was considered a   

  very good thing to give a gift to a Brahmin. 

(2) - In Buddhism gods have long lives and special powers, but they eventually die and are   

   reborn according to their karma. Shakra often likes to test human beings. 

 

 



Questions for Discussion 

 

Comprehension of the story 

1. Why does Vessantara give away his magical rain-bringing elephant? (Was he right 

to do so?) 

2. Why did the citizens not want Vessantara to keep giving stuff away? Were they 

justified in asking for him to be exiled? 

3. Why did Vessantara’s father agree to exile Vessantara? Was there another 

possible solution to the problem of his excessive giving? 

4. What is the role of Maddi in the story? Why does she insist on following 

Vessantara to the forest? Why does she accept his need to give away her children 

and even herself? 

5. Is it important to the story that Vessantara gets all his family back again at the 

end? 

 



Application to other contexts 

6. What sorts of gift are good to give? 

7. Does it matter who receives the gift, or whether the gift is useful to the person 

receiving it? 

8. Is generosity always a good thing? Is it sometimes in conflict with other values? 

 

Reflecting on wider Buddhist issues 

9. Why did/do Buddhists use stories to illustrate the importance of giving? 

10. Why is giving important in Buddhism? 

11. Should all Buddhists give the same sorts of gifts as the Buddha did in his past 

lives? 

12. Are there other ways in which Buddhists might learn from the Buddha’s actions? 

13. Does it matter whether or not the events in the story actually happened? 

 

 



This story is believed in the Theravada Buddhist tradition (in Sri Lanka and Southeast 

Asia) to be the last of the Jataka stories. After his lifetime as Vessantara, the Buddha-

to-be was born as a god for a while, then again as a human, in which lifetime he became 

the Buddha (‘Awakened One’). What does this add to the story? 

14. How does Vessantara show that he is ready for Buddhahood? What qualities 

does he demonstrate? 

 

This story makes a lot of Buddhists uncomfortable, because everyone is shocked by the 

idea of giving away one’s children and wife.  

15. How might Buddhists justify such an extreme gift? 

 

The Vessantara story is really popular in Buddhist countries, especially in Southeast Asia 

(Thailand, Laos, Burma/Myanmar, etc.) where it is regularly recited and reenacted, 

and illustrated on temple walls or painted scrolls.  

16. Why do you think it is so popular? 



Using the story in comparison with other narratives 

Compare the story of Vessantara with The Story-cycle of King Shibi. 

17.  Are both heroes demonstrating the same kind of generosity? Which is the most 

extraordinary? 

 

 

Full text in English and Pali: https://static.sirimangalo.org/pdf/vessantara.pdf  

 

Extended version in English: http://www.mahapurisa.org/wordpress/wp-

content/uploads/2016/11/LCM-on-the-Palitipitaka_Jataka-Tales_E-Book-

official.pdf (page 94)  

 

These and more paintings at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vessantara_Jataka   
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